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Plays Infield House Dec. 13
Popular Comedy Opera Makes
First Appearance At Clemson

Ask For Rhodes

Danforlh Foundation Scholarships
Extensive preparations are Invites Applications
Two Clemson men, Forest E.
Cookson, Jr., a Clemson graduate
being made here for the evannow doing work at Princeton Unigelistic mission of England's For Fellowship
versity, and Allston T. Mitchell,
greatest preacher, Canon
Bryan Green, which wjll take
place December 13-16 with
the backing of all Protestant
churches and student groups
on the campus.

Groundwork Laid
To Obtain New
Clemson Airport
Much of the basic work in obtaining an airport for the Clemson and Oconee county area has
been completed although no concrete plans have been .made, according to Dr. M. D. Farrar, dean
of the Clemson School of Agriculture and one of the strong
advocates of the port.
v

The site which has been selected for the airport is located approximately two miles
from the Clemson campus in
the Fant's Grove Church section. The port will be designed with two runways, one 5,800
feet long in the direction of the
prevailing wind. The runways
are situated on the top of a
hill allowing a long approach.
With these facilities any type
airplane should be able to land
here. Dr. Farrar said that the
Civil Aeronautics Authority,
who will operate the airport,
will pay half the money for the
construction. The other half
will come from state sources.
Since the nearest airport to
Clemson now is the one in Anderson, over 20 miles away, the
Clemson officials heartily approve
of the idea of one here. At first
the airport would probably serve
chartered and private planes, but
could expand into commercial
use at a later date.

Christmas Music
To Be Presented
By Baptist Choirs
On the evening of December 12
at 7:45 p. m., the junior and senior choirs of the Baptist Church
will present a program of sacred
Christmas music under the direction of Mrs. M. C. Allen. Mrs.
H. R.. Helton will be the organist
and Mrs. H. J. Webb will direct
the junior choir.
The climax of the program will
be centered around a candle lighting service conducted by the stu| i dents, after which the Lottie Moon
Christmas offering will be received.
All students and friends of the
community are cordially invited
to attend.
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The mission will open on Monday, December 13 at 11 a. m. in
the college chapel under the auspices of the college committee on
student assemblies. It will continue each afternoon, Monday
through Friday, at 4 in the chapel.
Canon Green will also speak at
a special luncheon for members
of the faculty and administration
in the Sabre Room of the Clemson House at noon Monday.
The Rev. Robert L. Oliveros, rector of Holy Trinity Episcopal
Church, is in charge of local arrangements for the mission, which
is one of several being sponsored
this month in the Piedmont by the
Episcopal Diocese of Upper South
Carolina.
Cadet Chaplain Frampton Harper is in charge of student participation in the mission,-and is
arranging for Protestanf student
religious leaders to participate in
the various mission^programs.
Professor HuglyMcGarity is in
charge of the music for the mission and has invited'choral groups
from Anderson College and Furman University to participate
along with his own Clemson glee
club. The Rev. Harold Frankham, Canon Green's assistant, will
lead the group singing with duo
piano accompaniment by Professor and Mrs. McGarity.
Students, faculty members and
the general public are invited to
attend the mission.
A community rally service to
help in preparation for the mission
was held in the Clemson Baptist
Church on Sunday night and
prayer groups are taking place in
the student dormitories and campus homes during this week.
Canon Green is rector of the
second largest church in England,
St. Martin's in Birmingham. He
began evangelical mission work at
the age of 19 and since has become
a dynamic and tireless crusader
for Christianity with a world-wide
reputation, having held missions
in this country, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Africa and Germany. He is also a prolific writer
for newspapers and church journals.

NOTICE!
Notice! To allow students to
attend the lectures by Canon
Bryan Green next week in the
college chapel, classes will run
on a short schedule Monday
morning. No freshman orientation will be held Wednesday
afternoon. Students wishing to
attend the lecture Tuesday afternoon will form by detachments and march to the chapel;
those not attending the lecture
will be required to meet regular schedule Tuesday drill. No
branch drill will be held Thursday afternoon; it will be held
during the normal inspection
period Saturday morning and
those not present will have a
class cut counted against them.

The Danforth Foundation, an
educational trust fund in St.
Louis, Missouri, invites applications for the fourth class (1955)
of Graduate Fellowships from college senior men and recent graduates who are preparing themselves
for a career of college teaching,
and are planning to enter graduate
school . in September, 1955, for
their first year of graduate study.
The Foundation welcomes applicants from the areas of Natural
and Biological Sciences, Social
Sciences, Humanities and all fields
of specialization to be found in
the undergraduate college.
President R. F. Poole has
named Professor John B. Gentry as the Liaison Officer to
nominate to the Danforth Foundation two or not to exceed
three candidates for these fellowships. These appointments
are fundamentally "a relationship of encouragement"
throughout the years of graduate study, carrying a promise of
financial aid within prescribed
conditions as there may be need.
The maximum annual grant
for single Fellows is $1800; for
married Fellows, $2400. Students with or without financial
need are invited to apply. A
Danforth Fellow is allowed to
carry scholarship appointment,
such as Fulbright, Woodrow
Wilson, G. E. B., etc., concurrently with his Danforth Fellowship, and applicants for
these appointments are cordially
invited to apply at the same
time for a Danforth fellowship.
If a man receives the Danforth
appointment, together with a
Rhodes Scholarship, Fulbright
Scholarship, or Woodrow Wilson Fellowship, he becomes a
Danforth Fellow without stipend, until these other relationships are completed.
All Danforth Fellows will participate in the annual Danforth
Foundation Conference on Teach
ing, to be held at Camp Miniwanca in Michigan next September.
The qualifications of the candidates as listed in the announcement from the Foundation are:
men of outstanding academic ability, personality congenial to the
classroom, and integrity and character, including faith and commit
ment within the Christian tradi
tion.
All applications, including the
recommendations, must be completed by February 15, 1955. Any
student wishing further information should get in touch with Mr.
Gentry, our Liaison Officer, whose
office is Room B-7, in The School
of Education. Applications made
before the Christmas holidays are
more easily completed before the
deadline which has been set. R.
M. North, Clemson, 1954, now
holds a Danforth Fellowship, and
is studying at Cornell.

NOTICE!
i

All club write-ups and Taps
contracts must be turned in to
the Taps office by Friday, Dec.
10. The Taps has moved to
its new quarters on the fourth
floor on the student center.

of Greenville, who is to graduate
in June, have applied for Rhodes
Scholarships.
Along with seven other candidates from South Carolina colleges, these two men will be presented to the South Carolina committee and the committee will
select two South Carolinians to
go before the Southern District
Rhodes Scholarship committee in
Atlanta, Georgia.
Out of twelve candidates from
six Southern states, four men
will be selected for the scholarships. These four men will begin residence at Oxford University, at Oxford, England, in October, 1955.

used toys to the cause may turn the toys in to
any Tiger Brotherhood member. (TIGER
photo by Adams.)

Tilford To Speak
At- December 12
Vesper Service
Mr. Robert C. Tilford of Paraguay, will speaK at Clemson *Y'
Vespers on Sunday, Dec. 12th.
When Mr. Tilfor* went to Paraguay as a World Service secretary in 1949, he became the entire professional staff of the Y.
M. C. A. The Paraguayan 'Y,
which had appealed the International Committee for a North
American 'Y' man to come down
and help them, had been in operation for six years entirely under voluntary leadership.

Dr. R. F. Poole
To Extend
Yule Greetings

Today, two Paraguayans are
preparing to become 'Y' secretaries at the Institute Tecnico in
Montevideo, and a third, now
studying in Oxford, England,
plans to join the Asuncion staff
next year.

Christmas greetings will be
extended to the student body by
Dr. R. F. Poole, president of the
college, at a carol sing to be held
in the outdoor theater Thursday,
December 16, at 7:3& in the evening.
The entire student body is invited to attend the ceremony,
which will last for about 40 minutes. Participating in the program, in addition to the student
body, will be the Community
Chorus, the Clemson College
Band, Colonel Werner, Walter
Cox, and student leaders.
Professor Robert E. Ware will
be in charge of decorating the
theater for the program. In the
event of rain the program will be
helld in the College Chapel.

Few
associations
started
with so little equipment as the
Asuncion Y. M. C. A. There
were homemade mats, bars, and
horses in the gym. A cold water shower was rigged up from
an old auto crate. For a building there was only an old rundown rented house. Through
Bob Tilford's pioneering efforts, this fledgling association
has grown to 300 members and
96 volunteer leaders, with their
own central building serving
thousands of people yearly. The
'Y' is the one agency in Paraguay able to bring together as
members people of different political parties, races, and religions.

Glee Club, Band
Albums For Sale
The Clemson College Band and
Glee Club are again offering their
jointly recorded album of records,
available through the Clemson
Bookstore. This colorful album
contains the "Clemson Alma Mater", "Tiger Rag", "Them Basses",
"Demolay Commandery", "Battle
Hymn of the Republic", "All
Through the Night", "Spirit of
Minstrelsy", and "Clemson, All
Hail". The album cover itself
contains' many typical scenes of
Clemson College.

Mrs. Bryan Dies
Wednesday Noon
The entire campus of Clemson
College was saddened Wednesday, December 1 by the death of
Mrs. Margaret Sadler Bryan in
Greenville General Hospital.
She was the wife of A. B. Bryan of Clemson and one of the
most beloved citizens of the town.
Mrs. Bryan was born in Rock Hill
in 1886 and was a graduate of
Winthrop College. She came to
Clemson in 1906 as secretary to
the director of the engineering department and later served as secretary to the president of the college until her marriage in 1929.
Mrs. Bryan was a member of
the Fort Hill Presbyterian Church
and active in church work, DAR,
UDC, and Woman's Club.
She is survived by one sister,
Mrs. George B. Dean, Sr., of High
Point, N. C, and several nieces
and nephews. She is also survived by one step-son, Wright
Bryan, editor of the Cleveland,
Ohio, Plain Dealer and former editor of the Atlanta Journal.
Funeral services for Mrs. Bryan
were conducted at 3:30 p. m.
Thursday from the Fort Hill Presbyterian Church. Interment was
in Old Stone Chuch cemetery.
Nephews served as pallbearers.

Two scenes from Rosini's Barber of Seville, presented by Boris
Goldovsky's Opera theatre are reproduced above. The opera
theatre will present this popular opera as Clemson's second concert of the year, Monday night, December 13.

Honor Group Takes
Five New Members
In fall initiations held the week
before Thanksgiving, Phi Eta
Sigma, national freshman honor
society, inducted five new members. The new men had all
attained a grade point ratio of
3.5 or better to qualify for inAlpha Chi Sigma, national
itiation.
chemistry fraternity, recently initiated six new members. The inInitiated were the following: itiation was held in the ChemisJ. K. Rogers, a textile manu- try Building the night of Novemfacturing major of Liberty; D.
23.
.F. Borchert, agriculture major ber The
following men were inof Greenville; J. K. Shaffer, itiated: W. E. Routh, chemistry
chemical engineering major of graduate student from GreensColumbia; J. T. Ligon, agricul- boro, N. C; J. C. Phillips, chemtural engineering major of Easistry graduate student from
ley, and W. B. Bennett, textile
Clemson; H. Kuemmerer, chemmajor of Anderson.
istry junior of Walhalla; W. S.
The initiation was held at the Bobo, chemistry junior' of WllPresbyterian Church at 6:30. Af- liamston: W. A. Leitner, chemter the ceremony there was a ical engineering junior of
short period for refreshments and Clemson; and C. P. Thompson,
discussion. It was recommended textile chemistry major of
«
and agreed upon by the members Clemson.
To be eligible for membership
present that the spring initiation
sTiould be held on the same day in Alpha Chi Sigma, a student
as the usual banquet and that all must be majoring in some phase
members would have to attend of chemistry. In addition he
the initiation to be eligible to at- must be in good standing in his
work.
tend the banquet.

Five New Men
Named Members
Alpha Chi Sigma

Film Series Will
Continue Sunday

Educational films will be presented Sunday 3:30 p. m. in the
Chemistry Auditorium of Clemson
College. The next showing of
Gamma Kappa Alpha (the films will be after the Christmas
North Carolina-Clemson Club) holidays on January 9.
announced the addition of nine
The dramatic and unprecedented
new members to its roll.
The new initiates are Bob Trib- growth of America will be depictble of' Charlotte, Harold Fisher of ed in a 45 minute film entitled
Lowell, Robert Reese of Hunts- "The American Road". The story
ville, Dean Robinson of Asheville, of man's method of transportation
Ab Allen of Wadesboro, Benny and how it has influenced his life
Gaines of Golston, Ronnie Chris is woven into this picture.
topher of Lincolnton, John Red
"Silicones" is an entertaining
fearn of Wadesboro, and Joe short features giving a picture of
Tisdale of High Shoals.
a new field of Chemistry, showThe club extends an invitation ing how such a product contribto all students from North Caro- utes to the advancement of living
lina to join the club.
standards.
I

Tar Heels Take
9 New Members

Tiger Brotherhood members pack toys for distribution to more unfortunate children around
Clemson. Anyone wishing to contribute any

"A new breath of life in the operatic world" was the reaction of the Boston Herald to the Boris Goldovsky Opera
Theater production of "The Barber of Seville." Clemson
will have an opportunity to form its own opinion of this new
approach to the presentation of opera when "The Barber of
Seville" is performed in the Field House at 8 p. m. next Monday night, December 13.

Bob Tilford, who is now on
furlough in the United States,
has been associated with the Y
M. C. A. almost constantly since
the mid-thirties. Forced to leave
college after two years, he did
'Y' work in two Nebraska towns,
Columbus and Hastings. He also
served for a time as a city recreation director.
In 1936 he became men and
boys' program secretary at the
Kewanee, 111. Y. M. C. A. Three
years later he joined the Beloit,
Wisconsin 'Y' Staff as physical director. While there he
attended night classes at Beloit
College, receiving his B.. A. Degree in 1942.. Following graduation he became general secretary of the *Y' at Streator, Illinois. From 1945 until he left
for South Africa in 1949, Tilford was physical, industrial,
and adult program director at
the Sears Y. Mv C. A. in Chicago.
Mr. Tilford was born in Wichita, Kansas. He is married and
has two sons, Dan and Thomas.
The Advisory Board, the 'V
Councils, and the. Cabinett will
have a supper for Mr. Tilford on
Saturday night.

NOTICE!
Day cadets and day students
may pick up Blue Key Directories in the guard room at
any time. The Blue Key Directory is a directory of every student, professor and organization on the campus.

The principal novel feature of
the Opera Theater's production is
the translation of the libretti into
English. This works, to the great
advantage of the audience, not
only enabling a greater number
of listeners to understand what is
being sung, but at the same time
increasing the quality of the
theatrical performance. It is evident that when an audience understands everything an opera
cast is singing about, the performers are not able to relax in the
least their dramatic standards,
covering the lapse by their singing
in a language foreign to the
audience.
In addition to keeping the actors
on their toes dramatically, the
English score enables them to sing
in their native tongue and thus
achieve and follow the best meanings and cannotations of the dialogue more truly. And finally,
the revising of the libretto not
only preserves the best of the
original, but permits the addition
or substitution of more understandable or believable plots so
that the presentation will be better adapted to the modern audience.
The Opera Theater company
has spared no pains to insure that
its performances are as near perfection as possible. First of all
the scripts are carefully surveyed for corrggjff.ejs ,and»cr edibility.
Once the scripts are written they
are thoroughly learned; behind
each major Opera Theater production are a hundred or more
rehearsals of the most intensive
sort. Each member of the cast
becomes completely independent
of the prompter and conductor by
the time the performance is given.
The leader of the Opera Theater, Boris Goldovsky, is known
by. millions from coast to coast
(Continued on page 3)^

Ag Engineers
Make Field Trip
To Albany, Ga.
Advanced farm machinery class,
Agricultural Engineering 406,
made a two-day field trip to the
Southeastern Liquid
Fertilizer
Company and the Lilliston Implement Company in Albany, Ga.
Nov. 22 and 23. The class was
under the supervision of Professor Ernest B. Rodgers.
The class left Clemson early
Monday morning, arriving in Maeon Ga., for lunch at Mercer University. After lunch they reviewed General Motors' "Parade
of Progress" which was on tour
in Macon.
While in Albany, the class
was entertained by J. I. Davis,
'a Clemson graduate and president of South Eastern Liquid
Fertilizer Company, and J. C.
Boesch, chief engineer of the
Lilliston Implement Company.
The field trip included movies
demonstrating the peanut combine and the roto-cutter being
produced by Lilliston, tours of
the SELFCO and Lilliston plants
and entertainment at Radium
Springs, one of the finest resorts in South Georgia.
During the tour of SELFCO the
class was shown how new machines for the application of liquid fertilizer came about from
the research to production line
models. Histories of both companies were given.

Glee Club To Present Program Of
Christmas Music Tonight In Chapel
A program of Christmas music Emmanuel", a plainsong by
will be presented in the College McGarity; "Carol of the RusChapel tonight for students and sian Children," a White Rusmembers of the Clemson com- sian carol by Gaul; "Carol of
the Bells," a Ukrainian carol
munity.
The program will include fa- by Leontovich; "Lo, How a Rose
miliar Christmas carols, Christ- E'er Blooming," by Praetorius;
mas songs and anthems, and typi- "God Rest You Merrle Gentlecal Southern folk music of Christ- men," a traditional carol by
mas time. No admission will be Salter, to be sung by Luke Fant
(tenor), George Bryan (bass),
charged.
The program is divided into Lewis Brandon (baritone), and
Hugh Atkins (tenor); and "The
four parts, as follows:
Boar's Head Carol," an old EngPart one, by the Glee Club:
lish carol by Shaw.
"Go Tell It On the Mountain,"
Part two, by the fifth grade
a spiritual by Work, which will
be sung by tenors Jerry Sin- students of the Clemson-Calhoun
clair, Harry Bolick, and Dan School, with the Glee Club: "The
Robinson; "O Come, O Come, Cherry Tree Carol," an old Eng-

lish tune; "Silent Night" by Gruber; and "O Come, All Ye Faithful", an old Portuguese hymn.
Part three will be given by
Mr. and Mrs. McGarity, duo-pianists. They will play "Lo, Now a
Rose Appeareth", (Brahms-Cramer) and "Passacaglia" (HandelLuboshutz.)
>
Part four will feature sectional
carols.
They will be: "Oh,
Watch the Stars," from South
Carolina, sung by tenor Larry
Brown; "Sing-a-Lamb" from
Texas and Louisiana; "T h e
Twelve Days of Christmas" from
Florida. The program will be
closed with the Burgeois Doxology.
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DON'T GET ME WRONG BUT

Pro or Con
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ILTHOUGH Clemson College does not have an organization which sponsors debates, many of our brother and sister colleges all over the nation participate in this activity.
A great deal of controversy has arisen recently concern
ing the intercollegiate debate question—"Resolved, That the
United States should extend diplomatic recognition to the
Communist government in China."

By Lawrence Starkey
THAT'S THE WAY ...
When the Student Lounge first opened,
many thought the students wouldn't take
care of it and would abuse the property.
However, after a month of use, it looks as
good as new—better, because it is constantly in use.

There are many people in the United States who foresee
dangers in allowing college students to debate on one of
th greatest diplomatic problems of the world today.
A few of these arguments are: that since the United
States will not stand for any attempt to seat Red China in
the United Nations, college students should not be asked to
debate this question; that college students should not be re
quired to make a case for Red China's admittance to the
UN as a part of their school studies; and that this would put
stumbling blocks in front of our supposedly competent
State Department.

It's good to walk through and see students using it properly. The phonograph
room is the most popular when some student has brought his records over; it'll be
fine when there are some permanent records there. Also the music room is rarely
empty.

I agree that Red China should not be admitted into the
UN, but why not talk about it?" Do they want college students, the future leaders of the country, to be completely
blind on the subject?

I hear that /some fellows who have jam
sessions there several times a week really
sound great. All the musicians aren't on
Band Company now.

It seems that the more you get it before the public, and
perhaps through this debate, prove that Red China should
not be admitted, the more opinion will tend to move to the
side wishing to keep Red China out.

THEY WORK TOGETHER

This is a world problem concerning every citizen of the
world, therefore everyone ought to have an opinion on it
The fact that many people wish to see this question thrown
out of the debate proves that our regimentation of thinking
has gone almost too far.
Perhaps our elders are under the impression that college
students are too immature to discuss such a worldly problem. Perhaps some college students are, but those who
would join in the debate would in most case's be of the more
mature group.
Although we at Clemson are not directly concerned with
this debate, we should continually think about these worldly
affairs. All of these national and international affairs are
in the process of shaping our future.

Dorms Need Some Improvement;
Central Aerial Would Help Lots
THERE are many improvements which could be made to
the new dormitories since the workmen packed their tool
boxes and left the campus. Most of these improvements
are on things which have just been overlooked and may
very well be added in the future.
Foremost in my mind in the way of improvements is the
need for a central radio aerial. It hurts the appearance of
our new living quarters to have a multitude of small wire
stretched from one end of the dormitory to the other when
one large, central unit would do the trick.
I have heard of this idea being initiated at other schools
very successfully. The idea is to erect an aerial on some
high place on the building, run a wire or some other conductor within convenient reach of every room, and have all
students wishing to connect their radios to this central
aerial, do so.
Another important need in the new dormitories is telephones.. In the new building there is one telephone to serve
all of the students. Often it is very inconvenient for students to walk down to the guard room or down town to
make a phone call. Perhaps the erection of a phone booth
in each section would solve the problem.
I have noticed the spotlights on the- new dormitory quadrangle. They have not been used as of yet. It is still dark
outside when we eat breakfast at seven o'clock in the morning.. Perhaps this is a use for them.
These improvements are petty suggestions which' could
improve the dormitory. There are many more which have
to be made right away but perhaps these could be made
sometime in the future.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Parking Problem Peeves Plenty Of
People; Ike Says Please Drive Safely
By JOE McCOWN
PARK YOUR CAR?
It's a crazy mixed-up life. Ever since
Clemson was founded, it's students have
complained of the lack of parking space
for their vehicles. At first, there was a
shortage of room in the stables for the horses and buggies that the real-gone cats
of that not so recent date affected. But
this problem was solved by the invention
of the automobile. No longer, after the
coming of the car, was there a shortage of
stable room—just of parking space. This
shortage of available spots for jaloppies
grew worse and worse until, just as some
of the desperate students were trying to
figure a way in which to park one car on
top of another, someone came through with
some decent parking lots. And then, with
the coming of the parking lots, the grumbling died out, and everyone settled back to
listen to the pleasant sound of fenders being bashed on our own private parking lots.
This peaceful interlude lasted only a short
time before some students decided that it
was too far from the barracks to the parking lots for any self respecting college man
to walk, especially if that self respecting
college man was navigating under a full
head of steam. Consequently, the fire lanes
and restricted parking areas closer to the
barracks began sprouting a crop of cars
that didn't belong in those places, and the
Kampus Kops began to develop writer's
cramp from filling out a bumper crop of
parking tickets. So, here we are at the
present time. One parking situation has.
been solved, and another one begun through
the inability of many students to fellow the
rules that have been set up governing
parking; It has been said that if the students don't soon of their own volition begin to use the proper parking areas, cer-

tain steps will be taken to force them to. As
the man says, a word to the wise—.
SONGSTERS
Tonight, at eight o'clock, the College
Glee Club will present a program of Christmas music in the Chapel. This Christmas
program is an annual affair, and usually, it
marks the beginning of the real Christmas
Spirit (unbottled) here at Clemson. I don't
want to twist the collective arms of the student body about their attendance at the
program, but actually, I believe that it will
be worth your time to attend, because the
Glee Club's Christmas program has been,
in the past, great, and there is no reason to
believe that this year's program will fall
below the standards set previously.
IKE LIKES US
About this time every year, the papers
and magazines begin to sprout safe driving
notices with the perpetuity of a porkypine
sprouting quills. All of these notices point
toward the cutting down of the death toll
on the highways over the Christmas holidays. The newest gimmick to prevent people from scragging themselves and others
by playing footsie with trains, trailer trucks
and other similar oversize obects is a plea
from Mr. Eisenhower for all citizens (this
may include college men) to make December 15 a safe driving day. This measure,
which has been taken to insure that a few
voters will remain alive to vote next year
states that during a 24-hour period beginning December 15, every motorist and pedestrian will be asked by Mr. Eisenhower
to do his part to reduce traffic accidents by
being extra careful on the road. This measure has been designed to protect everyone
both Democrats and Republicans, if all will
carry through the conditions of being extra
careful. .

A Word To The Wise
By Frampton Harper, Cadet Chaplain
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Orchids Passed Out To Students;
Behavior At Concerts Should Improve

Since this will be the last article I will
write before the • Christmas holidays, I
want to express some of my beliefs on what
I think Christmas should mean to each of
us. Exactly what is it that gives us the
Christmas spirit?
Some might say that it is the carols that
are beginning to be played on the radio,
the decorations that we notice in neighboring towns, or maybe it comes to some of
us when we are confronted with the problem of what to give which girl.
But can't we boil all these thing's down
to something that is more meaningful from
a religious standpoint? Any type decoration gives beauty to a setting, but these
decorations are not meant to beautify anything but an event—the birth of the Christ
Child.
If we listen to the words of the carols
that we hear so often, we can easily understand their praise of this birth. And as for
the gifts, they are tokens of love-and-thanks
to someone who has meant much to us and
to our daily lives.

With these basic things in mind let's
go home with a feeling of humility and
praise to the God who has given us all that
we have.
Next week, the students, faculty, administration and townpeople of Clemson are
going to have the privilege of hearing one
of the world's greatest preachers. This
man's name is Canon Bryan Green. He
is rector of St. Martin's Church in Birmingham, England, and also Canon of Birmingham Cathedral.
Bryan Green is England's greatest
preacher and known the world over for his
dynamic speaking ability. His main purpose is to teach the truths of Christianity
in a vivid and vital way. We all have within us a desire to do something with our
spiritual lives, but we seldom take time
from the daily routine to do anything about
it; this is our opportunity. Bryan Green
will be here for five programs and I can
assure you that you will derive some benefit from each of them.
I'll see you there.

last concert, (Navy Band) there was almost
as much whistling as applause.
True, whistling is one means of showing
appreciation, but unless one feels especially gleeful, perhaps applause would be
more in keeping with the occasion.
IN PAST YEARS . . .
In "past years, especially in concerts of
this type, the students have had a tendency
to' get, restless.
With this feeling comes a shuffling of
feet, a multitude of sighs and coughs, and
the exit of some. If one has to leave the
concert, he should leave during intermission and not during the program. This is
the height of ill manners, and is embarrassing not only for the performers, but for
most members of the audience.
I

A CHRISTMAS PRESENT ...
Might as well do some more bragging on
Here I was all ready to write about the
the Country Gentlemen. Has everyone noBlue Keys not being out yet, and I just
ticed how the ROTC boys and the civilian
found out that they came out last night.
students have been working together this
I'm beginning to realize that they did pretyear A lot of people thought it wouldn't
ty well at getting them out this iast, since
work out. At one college I visited this
some of the boys aren't in their delegated
summer, a student told me that there they ,
rooms yet. Good going.
were always at each other's throats. There
t
are some of both groups in every club and OVERHEARD:
organization on the campus. But then", why
"It surely would make it easier on the
shouldn't we all work together We have troops if they would open up all those nice
the main thing in common: we're all Clem- roads behind the dormitories, so that loadson men.
ing and unloading on the week-ends would
GO
be easier.".
I hope no one will be frightened away
from the concert ("The Barber of Seville")
"We are enjoying a lot of new buildings
Monday evening just because it is an opera.
at
Clemson, but when it comes to accepting
There is, indeed, every reason to go. Although it has the operatic name, it will not new thoughts of improvement, we seem to
be sung in the traditional Italian, but in be in a rut!"
English. This particular opera is one of
WE ASKED FOR IT
not only romance, but comedy.
We all asked for a big name band; now
An almost fabulous sum of money is wise- why not plan to go? Billy May is one of
ly spent in bringing the top artists of the the top recording artists in the nation. If
nation to our campus so that we may enjoy it's a name you want, you've got it! Inthem. We have paid for the tickets in our cidentally, the Billy May band will be at
tuition, so why not turn out? It's surely Wofford on December 16, in case anyone
one of the most enjoyable parts of our edu- wants a preview.
cation.
I'LL BET I KNOW
"I'll bet T know who Oscar is," seems to
WHILE ON THE SUBJECT . . .
be one of the most popular expressions on
A friend of mine has pointed out( and I the campus. Everyone is guessing — and
think rightly so) that these occasions merit guessing differently. This time old Oscar
more dignity than we give them. At the is really fooling some people.

-:- DISCO-PA-TION -:By Mack McDaniel
Several weeks ago Buddy Rich's
plans to organize a new band were
mentioned in this column. Well,
the unpredictable Buddy has
changed his mind. The band was
to be financed by Jerry Lewis.
Instead, Buddy has signed up with
Dorsey Brothers band.
He says, "They made me an
offer that was just too good to
turn down, not only from a financial standpoint but because they
are going to give me full billing
with them as an extra added attraction. I'm going to get the kind
of presentation that I was supposed to get, but didn't when I
was with Harry James." Rich
was with the Dorseys when they
opened at the New York Statler
on December 3.
I would like to congratulate the
Central Dance Association for
their very wise choice in a band.
I suppose their decision was greatly influenced by one member in
particular who goes wild over
Lean Baby. The members seem
to know what they are doing
this year. What a pleasant contrast from the Buddy Johnson
days.
The Navy Band was terrific.
They certainly cut the Marine
Band to ribbons. Professor Lovett, who was the guest conductor
for one march, did quite well.
One of the better recent recordings was Woody Herman's Muskrat Ramble. Woodchopper's Mambo is on the flip side.
A much heard question is "What
the heck is the Mambo"? Says
Mrs. Arthur Murray, "Mambo is
rumba with a jitterbug accent. It's
the newest of all ballroom dances,
and I find it to be the most fun
of all to do. No one was really
the originator of the dance called mambo. The steps are the
result of the way good dancers in-

terpret the newer forms of popular rhumba music. For the last
few years, almost all rhumba
music has been undergoing a gradual change. A new syncopation
has resulted in what is called the
mambo.
Mambo is performed by dancers
according to their individual, temperment, and it is quite possible
to dance a conventional looking
mambo retaining a typical, closed,
partnership dancing position. But
this takes restraint!
Most good dancers add breakaway steps which means that they
break away and separate from
each other. They then dance solo,
facing each other an.d using various steps and spins. Good mambo
dancers are most exciting to
watch.
At present, mambo dancing is
seen in America only in the biggest cities. The one exception is
Miami Beach. That resort town
has more rhumba dancing to the
square inch than Havana does.
During the past winter season, a
straight definite rhumba was seldom played or danced—it was
mambo over Miami.
The latest in the mambo field:
Sonny Burkes Long Hair Mambo;
Billy May's Rudolph, the Red
Nosed Mambo, and Jimmy (oh no)
Boyd's I Saw Mommy Do The
Mambo With You Know Who.
Rosemary Clooney has sold over
a million copies of Hey There,
her second golden disc. Her first
was Come 6n-A-My House. Her
latest, we'll Be Together Again is
a bit different and better than her
usual commercial recordings.
Jackie Paris has cut a new LP
called That Paris Mood. I think
that Jackie has finally found that
lucky break. Charlie Shaver's
plays muted trumpet in the back-

ground.
The recent Maynard Ferguson
recording of Night Letters has
created some varied opinions.
Playing with him are: Bob Cooper
on tenor;. Bud Shank on alto; and
Shelly Mannie on drums. These
men are terrific musicians on
their own but the addition of Ferguson seems to foul up everything.
Says Downbeat's Not Hentoff,
"Ferguson, in any case, isn't up
to the company he tries to keep
here. The man's conception is
just plain jagged—no chorous
makes it as a whole though he often starts well."
Maynard has become famous
though the public's opinion that
playing in the high range of the
trumpet is so very difficult. Several years ago, a professional
trumpet player said to me, "I
worked up all of those notes over
a weekend but who wants to play
such SQUEALS anyway." I suppose that Ferguson will continue
to use this high range gimmick
since it sells records and draws a
crowd, but it will keep him from
ever being a fine jazz musician.
Anyone who listens to jazz from
its artistic as well as emotional
aspects will ignore such people
and continue to listen to good
trumpet artists such as Conte
Condoli, Buddy Childers, Shorty
Rogers, Chet Baker, and Ernie
Royal.
RCA is selling a new high fidelity demonstration record called
"Hearing is Believing". It is a 12
inch LP and sells for the low price
of one dollar. One of the selections is Eddie and the Witch Doctor from the album Inside SauterFinegan. Several old recordings
are played and compared with the
new Victor "Orthophonic" recordings. It is a must for any one
with a high fidelity set.
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Navy, Marine Corps
Accepting Aviator
Training Candidates

that he doesn't see why "Pee
that Andrew "Connie" Faucette,
alias the Drippy Spigot, is really Wee" Humphries doesn't wear the
the Columbia Cutie with all the diamonds; after all, you run the
curly hair on his pate. They must Belly Batallion.
—OSCAR SAYB—
have Liberaces down there, a
that Lee Salters alias Heavy
dime apiece.
-OSCAR SAYS—
Duty, isn't even going to make
that Ruel MeLeod is such a great Company Exec next year. Get
lover that he wore a wedding back on the stick, Fat Boy, and
band to keep the girls off. Please at least do this year's job half way.
keep it on and give the rest of us
—OSCAR SAYS—
a chanse, Frosty.
that good luck to the "Hard-OSCAR SAYS—
wood Kids" for a successful seathat "Awful Andy" Helms is son and an A. C. C. Tourney bid.
really a model C. O. Did Com—OSCAR SAYS—
pany D-2 get to drill in the
that he (Oscar) would like to
Christmas parade because they know why certain people on this
marched to the mess hall in the campus didn't make Who's Who.
rain? Ie certainly wasn't common
—OSCAR SAYS—
sense that got you those buttons.
that he (Oscar) thinks some—OSCAR 8AYS—
body should dream up something
that Sam. O. "George" Key and to entertain the troops on these
Robert V. Tanner, alias Loverboy- dreary weekends since blue slips
nik, had better quit trying to live came out. Why doesn't someone
on their brother's names. You get up a "hootch show" instead of
two have got a name to live down, company socials with all the boys.
not one to live up to.
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
that he (Oscar) sees that A. B.
that there are enough dances at (AH Business) Blanton is still ridother schools this week end for ing on his cocky pink elephant.
all of the troops to make this Crawl down with your brother
column; and don't worry, there'll Sams in the gutter, A. B—OSCAR SAYSbe spies at them all.
that Clyde Glenn got a gold
—OSCAR SAYS—
that if Bill Hood still has his mine last week but his was from
4GPR after this semester, he is a the dentist.
—OSCAR SAYS—
worse first soldier than we think.
that Ambrose Easterby looks
It's a pity you can't get leaderlike a jitterbug from behind when
ship out of a book.
he walks. Ever notice it, troops?
—OSCAR SAYS—
■
that famous last words by "Odd
Face" Neely—"I made it once, but
never again." Two more weekends like the last one, and you'll
be in everjp issue — or out of
school.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that J. M. Blackmon and A. G.
Cox are too ugly to even be ornaments. If you two tin soldiers
aren't going to do anything, move
out and wait for next year somewhere else.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that we hoped that it wouldn't
come to this, but Chandler Bryan
is fast getting like his old lady.
Simmer down, Lover, or we'll
send you back to The Citadel.

Colonel R. 3. Werner, Commandant of Clemson College, and Major M. M. Motes, CO of the Clemson Quartermaster Unit, chat
with Major General F. C. Holbrook, commanding officer of the
Quartermaster Training Center, Fbrt Lee, Va., during his Tuesday visit to the campus. (TIGER photo by Huey.)

—OSCAR SAYS—

that if Bridge were outlawed in
this school, Gerald Cooper would
be the first one to go arid if
poker was outlawed, Bill Arehart
would leave for sure.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that he (Oscar) thinks George
Auld is definitely the biggest
dimmer on the campus. Any
disagreements, troops?
—OSCAR SAYS—

that Cecil Brown and Judy, the
receptionist at the O. V. Club, are
fast becoming close "friends".
—OSCAR 8AYS—

that the farmers don't get to the
city but once a year, but when
they do the cops are waiting for
them. Ask Robert "The Jailbird"
McDaniel about it!

Eddie Andrews Given Position
Of Head Cheerleader For 1955

Saboteurs Try
To Blow Up Dorms
"MAIMED for life. Death may
result from the crippling blow of
the blast." Could you see this
headline in the daily paper as an
aftermath of horseplay in the
halls of the dormitories of Clemson.
It could happen. Do you cautiously open your door to see if
the campus comedian is again attempting mayhem upon your person? Do you joyously slither
down the hall avoiding every suspicious looking item deposited on
the floor expecting it to plaster
you against the wall? It is hardly likely that this would happen.
You just don't think of things
like that

By Lewis Cromer
I doubt if there is anyone at Clemson who does not know
a certain red-haired, vivacious fellow from Greenville
named Eddie Andrews. On or off the cheerleading stand,
Eddie is known and admired by all of the students of Clemson.
His fellow cheerleaders thought
enough of Eddie to name him to
the post of head cheerleader for
next year in a recent meeting.
The Greenville youngster was
very surprised to attain this honor, but it is one that he well
deserves.
The Society of American MilThe red-haired wonder came to
Clemson in the fall of 1952. itary Engineers has formed a riThough he had no previous cheer- fle team for national competition.
leading experience he went out The members of the team are the
for varsity cheerleader — and following: Hugh Howell, captain,
made it. That is quite a feat for agricultural engineering junior
a freshman.
Eddie led cheers his sophomore from Spartanburg; Bob Holman.
year and was a member of the civil engineering major from
Y Council. Eddie has also been Florence; Sammy Owens, cjvil
a member of the Methodist engineering major from Easley;
Church while attending Clemson O. H. McDaniel, electrical engiand goes to Wesley Foundation neering major from Orangeburg;
Lee Salters, civil engineering major from Walterboro; and W. C.
Kennedy, civil engineering major
from Spartanburg.
The team will fire in a national
match open to members of the
S.A.M.E. from 27 colleges in the
United States. The team, coached
by Captain Donald Taylor, is expected to show an improvement
over last year's firing.

NOTICE
The students of Marion County are holding an informal
dance at Gaddy's Mill Club,
Marion, S. C, on Tuesday, December 28, 1954. The time is
9 till I. The dance is open to
the public. Tickets may be
purchased from any Marion
student or at the door for $2.00
per couple—stag or drag.
rons is caught So what can be
done?
An investigation could be started. Everyone who has a match
in his room could be accused as
instigator of devilment. This
sounds silly, doesn't it? Almost
as silly as somebody detonating
one of these minature atomic
bombs.
If anybody was hurt, it could
be very bad. That may sound like
a very simple statement but no
other phrase can exjsress it so
well. So think now. May the
eternal curse be upon you. For
no man can succeed in the pulverizing pounding of the business
worlds if he still maintains his
statue of a child.

The Navy recently announced
openings for nine candidates per
month from Georgia, Tennessee,
South Carolina and North Carolina for Navy and Marine Corps
flight training, leading to designations as pilots and commissions as
Ensign in the Navy or Second
Lieutenant in the Marine Corps.
In order to qualify for flight
training a candidate must be between 18 and 25 years old; unmarried; have completed, or be able
to complete within four months,
60 semester or 90 quarter hours
academic work at an accredited
college or university; and be physically qualified.
Flight training begins at the
Naval Air Station, Pensacola, Fla.,
the "Annapolis of the Air", ,and
advanced training is taken at the
Naval Air Station, Corpus Christi,
Texas.
Upon completion of flight training, Naval Aviation Cadets are
commissioned in the Navy or Marine Corps, according to their
choice, and serve thirty months
active duty.
The Navy's flight training program offers a great number of
choices for assignment, and
amount of time spent on active
duty. A limited number of commissions in the Regular Naval
establishment are available for
pilots who apply and are accepted. This selection is voluntary
and based on the individuals record in the Navy.
The present pay for Naval Aviation Cadets is $109.00 per month
plus uniforms, lodging, meals,
medical and dental care, and $10,000.00 insurance. After commissioning, an Ensign or Second Lieutenant is paid $370.18 as a bachelor, or $455.68 per month if married. There is no better flight
training available. In addition,
you not only discharge Selective
Service requirements, but also
fulfill an obligation to aid in maintainance of peace, security and
a way of life for which all are responsible.
Inquiries concerning the Naval
Aviation Flight Training program
should be addressed to: NAVCADS, NAVAL AIR STATION,
ATLANTA, GA., TELEPHONE
CHAMBLEE 7-4351.
Making inquiries or' taking
qualification tests does not obli<
gate an individual. Candidates
are enlisted for pilot training only
which is voluntary in all respects.

Battalion winners in the neatest sophomore
competition are: (left to right) J. D. Robinson,
Asheville, N. C, First Battalion; R. J. Stewart,
Williston, Second Battalion; C. G. Richey, Ware

POPULAR COMEDY
(Continueed from page 1)
as the master of ceremonies on
the weekly "Opera News of the
Air", the intermission features of
the Metropolitan Opera broadcasts. In addition he is noted
for his "Companion to Opera"
records, his writings about the
opera, and his lecture-recitals.
Mr. Goldovsky is the founder
and first president of the Opera
Theater. Like the composers of
many of the works the Opera
Theater performs, he serves both
as conductor and stage director.
In addition, he hand-picks the
Opera Theater's principal singers
from among the most promising
professional talent in the country,
coaches them in all the musical
and dramatic aspects of their performances, plays the piano for rehearsals, supervises the details of
design sets and costumes, prepares
the new English language translations of the operas, and conducts
research through the world's
music libraries which has led to
the Opera Theater's productions
and revivals of long-neglected
masterpieces. Boris Goldovsky's
minute supervision of all of the
intricate pieces and details of the
Opera Theater's production have
made sure the smooth and excellent performances for which this
opera company is noted.

Shoals, Third Battalion and Regimental winner; and J. L. Donnan, Greenville, Fourth Battalion. (TIGER photo by Huey).

Music Magazine
Praises Clemson
Music at Clemson College receives much favorable comment
in the lead article of the current
issue of international Musician,
official journal of the American
Federation of Musicians.
Featuring the general musical
effort in South Carolina, the article tells of music in the colleges,
mentioning the 120-piece Clemson marching band and the smaller concert band made up of select musicians from the larger
group, both directed by Robert E.
Lovett, associate professor of music.

It also describes the "yeoman
service" done by the colleges in
developing choral and operatic
activities in the state and makes
special mention of the Clemson
Community Chorus,
organized
and directed by Lovett. It tells
about the 1952 Easter presentation of Maunder's sacred cantata
Olivet to Calvary, by the chorus,
the joint chorus, glee club, concert band Christmas show The
Song of Christmas also that year
and the chorus music department
production of The Student Prince
in 195?. Two photographs of
the chorus are shown in the picture layout accompanying the article.

What have VICEROYS got
that other
filter tip cigarettes
haven't got ?

BILL & HATTIE'S DRIVE-IN
SANDWICHES - - SHORT ORDERS
Located On Seneca Highway

SAME Forms
Rifle Team For
Competition

The above picture is an actual
shot of a firecracker that was constructed by some brilliant minded
engineer to capture the hearts of
the studying students with its
melodious roar as it went off at
the mysterious hour of midnight.
There is no possible way to detect the morbid minds who manage to think up these ingenious
year.
little devices. It is pure luck
"Steady Eddie" closes by say- when one of these maniacal moing:
"I appreciate the trust that
the fellows put in me in naming
me head cheerleader. I only
ON THE CAMPUS
hope that I can do half the job
he (George Bennett) did. We're
Thursday, 9th _J
going to have a darn good foot"DEMETRIUS AND THE
ball team next year. I hope we
GLADIATORS"
in
all will get behind those Tigers
CinemaScope and Technicolor
and—who knows—we may be
starring
drinking orange juice next
Victor Mature, Susan Hay ward
year."
Also

CLEMSON "Y"

"THE OUTCAST"

Pick Out Your

starring
John Derek, Joan Evans
A first run Republic Picture
Friday 10th

CHRISTMAS
meetings. This year, Eddie turned civilian and currently lives in
the non ROTC section of the new
barracks. He is a member of the
Minor C Club.
Andrews says concerning a
girl cheerleader: "We're not
counting on a girl cheerleader,
but are going to look carefully
at all of them before we make
a choice and then—no promises."
Eddie believes that this year
was the best that he has experienced while a cheerleader here.
He says that only one cheerleader
missed one game this year and
that they all lived it up at pep
meetings and ball games. He says
that the student body gave the
cheerleaders great support and he
urges them to keep it up next

GIFTS

Now. Every Item
Gift-Boxed Free!
Gift Certificates
For Any Amount

"HOW TO MARRY A
MILLIONAIRE"

Lauren Bacall, Betty Grable,
Marilyn Monroe
—In CinemaScope—
Saturday Morning
"ROB ROY"
Also
a picture of the Everglades
Admission Sat. morning 10c
Late Show Saturday Night
"FARMER TAKES A WIFE"
Betty Grable, Dale- Robertson
December 13-14
"ADVENTURES OF HAJJI
BABA"

ESQUIRE

John Derek, Elaine Stewart
—In CinemaScope—

"Shops For Men"

December 14-15
"THE SCARLET SPEAR"
John Bentley, Martha Hyer

Clemson . • Greenville .

December 15-16
"WIFE'S BEST FRIEND"

W. D. Garland, E.E. '52, Univ. of
California, is working for the Pacific
Telephone Company. We thought
you'd be interested in what Don
told us about his first assignment.
(Reading time: 45 seconds)
Here Don Garland makes noise distribution measurements
with a Level Distribution Recorder

' My job is to help solve problems
of noise and other interference on telephone lines due to power interference.
Inductive co-ordination is the technical
term for the work.
"First thing the Chief Engineer explained to me was that 'all the answers
aren't in the book.' He was right. Most
of the problems have required a combination of electrical engineering, a
knowledge of costs and generous
amount of ingenuity. / like it that way.
It's given me an immediate opportunity
to put into practice the theory I learned
at school.

"In addition to this on-the-job experience, I have attended several special training courses conducted by the^
company. Now I'm breaking in a new
man, just like when I started."
•

•

WORLD'S LARGEST-SELLING
FILTER TIP CIGARETTE

•

Don Garland's work is typical of many
engineering assignments in the Bell
Telephone Companies. There are similar opportunities for college graduates
with Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Western Electric and Sandia Corporation. B you'd like to get more details,
»ee your Placement Officer. He will be
glad to help you.

New
King-Size
FilterTip

y[CEROY/te?Y
C

'«*»6TTe»

TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Only e Penny or Two Mora than Cigarettes Without Frtt»r»
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Tiger Quintet Opens Season With Three Losses
Frosh Basketballers
Named To All ACC Eleven Split
Two Contests
During First Week

By Lewis Cromer
BASKETBALL BANTER
Well, the basketball season is well under way again, and
the Tigers are off to a rocking start. Some of the Tiger
supporters may scoff at this year's aggregation for losing
the first three games on their schedule, but a closer look at
their opposition may cause them to not feel so downhearted.
Presbyterian, who handed the Tigers their first defeat
is now undefeated. Duke has it's best team in many
years, and North Carolina is the odds on favorite to take
the Conference crown this year. All in all, the Tigers
have opened the season against three of the South's top
hardwood quintets.
Bill Yarborough, diminutive Tiger guard, is a shining
light for the Bengals in the face of their losses, however.
The Walhalla youngster is hitting the basket with regularity and has already topped the individual scoring mark for
Tiger basketballers set by Amos Wells.
The outlook for the Tigers doesn't look much brighter,
for the McFaddenmen face some more rugged opposition in
the Georgia Bulldogs, the N. C. State Wolfpack, and several
other potent basketball-teams. It looks like a long, cold
winter for the Tig basketballers.

CLYDE WHITE

Clyde. White Wins
ACC Honor,*
Ends Great Career At Clemson
By Tom Washington

v

Clyde White, massive right tackle of the Clemson Tigers,
has been chosen as a member of the 1955 Atlantic Coast ConThere was nothing dismal, however, in the showing of ference all-Conference football team. The selection was anCoach McHugh's charges in the Eastern Carolina match. nounced at the end of last week by Conference CommisThe Tiger tankmen won handily with several of the mem- sionr James Weaver.
bers turning in spectacular performances. Rusty Hawes,
Clyde has played all of his four
Hanckel, Mallard, and several others led the Tigers to a years on the Tiger football team, and aided the Tigers in downing
three of them as a regular. He
onesided victory and a preview of things to come for this played first string on the "K" the rugged Rice Owls that year
20-0. He went to the Gator Bowl,
unit this year and was a demon on which, Miami won, also that year.
year's swimming team.
defense for the Howardmen. It This was only his freshman year
Working together like veterans, the team looked more
was his outstanding play that at Clemson and he was making
impressive than it has on opening meets for many seawon him the coveted honor of be- quite a record in football for a
coming a member of the mythical mere "rat".
sons. Porcher looked especially good on the boards
all conference eleven. The team
and promises to be one of the top divers in the Confer- was chosen by the write-in votes In 1952,. White was one of the
mainstays in a Tiger team that
ence. Coach McHugh and the team are to be comfrom the Sports Editors of Daily had very "slim pickings" as they
and Collegiate newspapers with- say. He managed to letter and
mended for their fine showing.
SWIMMERS TO THE RESCUE

TAKE DOWN YOUR RACQUETS, BOYS
Getting down to rough business for the coming campaign
is Coach Hoke Sloan's tennis aggregation. The tennismen
are ready for another campaign with several veterans and
boys up from last year's tennis team ready to do battle.
Khin Si, Clemson's Oriental racquet wizard, is back for
another crack at the old game and raring to angle with Tiger opposition. Other netmen of renown returning to the
Bengal fold are Chandler Kinsey, Bill Seabrook, Angus
Lander, and frosh sensations of last year, Don Mitchell,
Chris Theos, Eddie Scarpa, and Terry Wise.
Coach "Hoke" says that a top flight schedule is in the offing for his boys and the 1955 edition of Clemson's tennis
Tigers should prove to be keen competition for any conference foe, or adversary from anywhere else, for that matter.
RIFLE RANGE IS READY
The rifle range, located under Sixth Barracks, is now
ready for action. In a state of misuse for the first part of
the school year, it is now ready for much shooting action.
'lxie varsity ruie team is wonting out in tne range now
ana tne prospects are very gooa for tne iiger snarpsnooters
in tne coming campaign, AISO using tne rilie range are
tne rtOiC rme team, organized by tne Air Science and
Military bcience departments of the college. Those teams
have several meets of their own, and at tne same time afford to cactets wno are interested, an opportunity to come
down'and "snoot" once in a while.
Also under consideration, is the formation of an N.
R. A. club. (National Rifle Association). This club ,
would admit any student at Clemson who is interested
in firing and allow him to shoot in the rifle range in
some spare moments.
Membership would not be limited to those on some rifle
team. The members could also shoot for N. R. A. rifle
medals and awards. Many students have shown an interest in this club and anyone who is interested in this club
may find out how to become a member by contacting Bob
Holman or Hugh Howell.
NOTES ON THE SHRINE BOWL GAME
This year's Shrine Bowl was witnessed by many Clemson students. Anyone who made the trip to Charlotte was
well rewarded in seeing a fine football game. South Carolina's Sandlappers took the. contest 27-7 to break a jinx held
by North Carolina over her Southern neighbors in the past
feW years.
Little King Dixon of Laurens really made the fans
stand up and take notice, as he started the game off
right for the Sandlappers with a 51 yard dash from
scrimmage on the first play of the contest.
Benson, piledriving fullback from North Charleston, also
played a spectacular game for the South Carolinians and
established himself as a fine football prospect for the many
college scribes and scouts attending the contest.
The Shrine Bowl has produced four great Tiger backs in
the pastt four years. It gave us Buck George, Don King,
Charlie Bussey„and Gene Crocker in succeeding years, to
say nothing of Jim Coleman, who started for the Sandlappers two years ago. We certainly hope that it might give
us another one this year. We wouldn't be surprised.

HOKE

SLOAN'S

GET YOUR PRESENTS NOW
Arrow Shirts, Button Down Collar Sport Shirts, Interwoven
Stretch Socks, Club Lounge Pajamas, Wembley Ties.
New
assortment.

in the ACC territory, who cover
the football activities of the ACC
member teams.
The 6 foot 2 inch senior started
his football career at Greenville
High School where he played football under the tutelage of Coach
"Slick" Moore of the Greenville
Red Raiders. While with the
Raiders, White set a precedent in
sports that has found few equals
in Greenville High School annals.
In his freshman year there, he
won for himself not only a starting position on the football squad,
but a starting position on the
baseball ,and basketball squads as
well. White played baseball well
and held the position of catcher
for four years. He was famed
throughout the state for his long
ball hitting and turned in an
equally impressive job behind the
plate for the baseball Raiders.
In basketball, he played well,
though he was not as outstanding
as in his other sports. It was in
football where he made himself
most felt. Clyde played a starting
tackle role for the Raiders for
four years until his graduation in
1951.
He received an invitation to
the Shrine Bowl game his Senior year at Greenville and was
one of the stellar performers of
the day for the Sandlappers in
Charlotte. He was also named
to the mythical all State football eleven and received honorable mention for all American
while in the prep circles.
1951 brought two turning points
into his life. He decided to enter
Clemson College and to get married. White married his high
school sweetheart, the present Dot
White. He came to Clemson in
the fall of 1951 and immediately
gained a spot on the varsity team.
Freshmen were allowed to play
with the varsity back' then.
Clyde made the trip to Houston

turned in several fine perform
ances in spite of his team's poor
record. Last year, White perform'
ed equally as well for the Tigers
and gained a berth on the starting squad as the team shifted
from two platoons to one platoon
football.
This year, with a year of one
platoon football under his belt,
Clyde returned to Tigertown with
blood in his eyes. He made first
string with little trouble. His offensive game is tops, but his defensive won him the acclaim of
everyone who followed the Tigers
this year. Clyde was one of the
main reasons why the Tigers were
first in the Atlantic Coast Conference in rushing defense.
This had a great bearing upon
his receiving the all conference
award. His savage tackling
characterized his play and he
remained a fifth man in opposing backfields all season. His
mates chose him most outstanding defensive player of the
year.
Clyde's biggest thrill in Clemson football came this year in the
Florida game when he broke
through to nab a Hurricane back
in the end zone for a safety. This
(Continued on Page 6)

The Tiger Freshmen Hoopsters
have scored a win and a loss on
their record so far this season.
Tuesday night December 1 Western Carolina Teachers College
took a defeat by a score of 84 to
68.
The spotlight of this game was
on two of the boys of the Tiger
team. Carl Reamer, from Philadelphia, Penn., and Jack Yockel,
who hails from Jersey City, N..C,
were in a close race for
top
scorer. Reamer scored 22 points
while Yockel was close behind
with 21.
Brothers and Williams were
both in the game with 99 and 8
points respectively. Brothers
looked good on his hook shots.
Wilson, for W. C. T. C. was
high scorer for the losers with
a total of 19 points. _
Clemson (84)
Reamer 22, Few, Greene, Cox
1, Moncrief 5, Simons 2, Burgess
2, Williams 8, Brothers 9, Strock,
Yeary 5, Barbary 3, Ingram,
Brown 2, Yockel 21, Bush 2, Martin 2.
W. C. T. U. (68)
Cloer, Ruby, Raby 4, Carlton
10, Wilson 19, Higgins 4, Lacky
10, Clark 11, Kirby 10, Hughes.
Half-time score:
Clemson 45, W. C. T. C. 27.
NORTH GREENVILLE
JUNIOR COLLEGE GAME
Harvard Riddle, an ex-Greenville High ace, paced the North
Greenville Mountaineers in a decisive 104-87 victory over the
Clemson freshmen last
Friday
night. A packed gymnasium saw
Riddle score 37 points on the
frosh defense in the North Greenville opener. Eugene Seay and
Mike Ross of Welcome and Parker joined Riddle in the scoring
parade.
The Mountaineers led in the
opening five minutes of the game
with 20 points to the Baby Tigs'
8. The Clemson Cubs took over
the lead by the end of the second
quarter and when the half ended
they were on top 51 to 47.
Midway the third quarter the
Mountaineers regained the lead
and went away leading. The
fourth and fiflal quarter proved
to be a rally in scoring for North
Greenville in as much as they
racked up 36 points. The final
score was 104 to 87.

Lose First To Hosemen;
Duke, Tar Heels Victors
The 1955 edition of the Clemson Tiger basketball start is
off on a rocky season. The charges of Coach McFadden
dropped their three first games to three stubborn opponents.
The Tigers, despite the accurate
eye of Bill Yarborough, and a
much improved team spirit, could
not overcome their opposition.
The team is a great improvement
over last year's squad, both in
shooting and floor performance.
The Tigers opened their season
with the Presbyterian Blue Stockings on December 1, then they
played host to Duke University
and the University of North Carolina on successive nights. The
North Carolina games were played
on Friday and Saturday.
PRESBYTERIAN GAME
The Tigers opened up their regular season against a Presbyterian
team that showed power in both
shooting and defensive play. The
Blue Stockings ran up a comfortable margin in the first half
and a closing rally by the Tigers
left the score at 48-32 in favor of
the Hosemen at the half.
The Tigers struck back in the
second half, however. They
rallied and narrowed the gap to
a mere two point (77-75) with
only one minute left in the contest. Three quick free tosses
by the Presbyterians wrapped
it up, however, for Coach Sloan's
boys and a final count was P. C.
81, Clemson 75, with Clemson
scoring 43 points in the second
half of the contest.
The Tigers did accomplish one,
thing in the contest, however.
That was the breaking of a record
in individual points per game.
Yarborough dumped in 34 markers in the contest to break the old
mark of 33 set by ex-Tiger basketballer Ames Wells. Despite his
efforts, Ragan, P. C. forward,
took individual scoring honors for
the night with 35 points.
The Box:
PRESBYTERIAN
G
Burgess, f
1
Ragan, f —
—13
Thompson, c
3
Jones, c
0
Toole, g
1
Weil, g
Sloan, g
Totals

contest, at times by as much as
65 points. The halftime count
was Duke 63, Clemson 21. The
game set a record for the Blue
Devils. It was the highest score
ever run up by a Duke basketball team in a single contest.
Their previous high was against
Furman last year. The Devils
called on their reserves throughout the game and the potent
Dukes still swished with ease
against the Tigers in the slaughter. It was one of the best teams
seen in action by a Tiger outfit in
a long time.
Blue Devil forward Hal Mayer
took individual scoring honors by
tossing 31 points through the hoop
for the winners. Yarborough again
sparked the losers with 21 markers.
The Box:
CLEMSON
G F P T
Ryan, f ._3 2 18
Smith, f
1 2 3 4
Shook, f
__3 0 1 6
Stone, f
1 3 2 5
Shealy, f _ 0 1 0 1
Riser, c
0 0 2 0
Brodie, c — — — .- 3 12 7
Landers, g
0 2 0 2
Yarborough, g
7 7 4 21
Holzschuh, g
0 0 4 0
Crosland, g _.._*_ 0 0 2 0
18 18 21 54

Totals
DUKE
Mayer, f
Tobin, f
Rosenthal, f
Kalbfus, g
Lumley, c
Doherty, c
Morgan, c
Belmont, g
Turner, g
Lakata„ g

The Anderson Hardware Co.
East Whitner Street
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Totals

4 14
3 17
0 12
0 5

KEEP ALERT FOR A
BETTER POINT AVERAGE!
Don't let that "drowsy feeling" cramp your style in class
... or when you're "hitting
the books". Take a NoDoz
Awakener! In a few minutes,
you'll be your normal best...
wide awake . . . alert! Your
doctor will tell you—NoDoz
Awakeners are safe as coffee.
Keep a pack handyi
15 TABLETS, 35c

2

NORTH CAROLINA G F P T
Rosenbluth, f
12 6 2 30
Vayda, f
6 6 1 18
McCabe, f
1 012
Greene, f
0 0 1 0
(Continued on Page 6)

Gifts of Distinction, discriminate^
selected, gift-wrapped and mailed
to expedite your Christmas rush.

Open from 9 a. m. to 9:30 p. m.
For the convenience of

The Country Gentlemen!

New filter cigarette brings
flavor back to filter smoking!

FINER
FILTER!
FINER
FLAVOR!
KING SIZE.
TOO!

K

,

,.

*

S

' 2 r

i

You're bound to enjoy Winston's
finer flavor. And you're sure to
appreciate Winston's finer filter.
This exclusive filter is unique,
different, truly superior! It works
so effectively—yet doesn't "thin"
the taste. Winstons are kingsize for extra filtering action.
Easy-drawing, too—there's no
effort to puff!
Try a pack of Winstons—the filter
cigarette that brings flavor back
to filter smoking!

"PM-Beta"
pack
35 tablets
is hand)
69c

0

28 10 22 66

CLEMSON HOUSE

■ Now there's a filter smoke
college men and women can really
enjoy! It's Winston, the new,
king-size, filter cigarette with real
flavor—full, rich, tobacco flavor!
WILBUP- JUST WOKE UP TO

0

Totals
45 25 18115
NORTH CAROLINA GAME
The Tigers next journeyed to
Chapel Hill to take on North
Carolina and face the powerful
Tar Heel quintet. Like Duke, the
Tigers found in the North Carolinians a rugged squad who sought
no quarters and gave none.
The North Carolinians came
within one point of breaking their
individual game record of 100
points, but they couldn't sink the
necessary last basket to make it.
The crowd sighed as a last minute heave by Dickie Rosenbluth
fell short.
The Tigers took an early lead
in the contest and at one time
held an eight point advantage.
The Tar Heels were not to be
denied, however, and rolled back
with a potent point making display to grab a 40-30 halftime advantage over the Tigers. They
widened the gap in the second
half and the final whistle found
them in the driver's seat 99-66.
Dickie Rosenbluth, 6 foot 2 inch
sophomore sensation copped the
scoring honors for the night with
30 points, Bill Yarborough of the
Tigers- was close behind with 25.
The Box:
CLEMSON
G F
T
10
Ryan, f
5 0
Shook, f
1 2
4
14
Smith, f
5. 4
2
Riser, c .
1 0
Brodie, c
-_
....4 1
9
25
_12 1
Yarborough, g
Holzschuh, g
__ 3 1
7
Crosland, g
._ 0 0
0

Winston tastes goodlike a cigarette should!

THE FACT THAT HES IN) CLASS!

0

The Country Mouse Gift Shop

24 33 23 81

G F P T
CLEMSON
0 3 2
1
Smith, f
. — 1 4 3 6
Shook, f
. _ 3 3 5 9
Ryan, f —
3 1 3
0
High scorers for the Clemson Stone, f
1 4 1
0
team were Dick
Yeary and Riser, c
3 5 9
3
Jack Yockel, Yeary with 19 and Brodie, c
2
6 6 10
Holzschuh, g
Yockel with 23.
_ 0 0 1 0
Crosland, g —
Clemson (87)
13 8 5 34
Yarborough, g _
Reamer 10, Barbary 2, Martin
2, Moncrief 11, Bush 4, Burgess, Totals
23 29 29 75
Williams 10, Brothers 2, Strook, DUKE GAME
Yeary 19, Simmons,
Ingram,
The Tigers then went on the
Yockel 23, Hughes 2, Brown 2.
road. They played host to the
Blue Devils in Durham on Friday
North Greenville (104)
Ross 21, Dean 1, Leslie, Sea 24, night. Duke, rated as. one of the
Wham, Davidson 14, Bolton, Tay^ three top basketball powers of the
lors 3, Owens, Riddle 37, Nick ACC wasted no time with the
Tigers and took their measure by
man 4, Johnson.
N. Greenville
30 17 20 36 a 115-54 count.
The Devils led throughout the
Clemson
27 24 15 21

G
_11
. 6
. 2
_ 5
. 2
- 2
_ 6
. 5
_ 5
. 1

Rogers, g

WINSTON. •. the easy-drawing filter cigarette
ft. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., WINSTON-SALEH, H. «,
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Bengal Swimmers Grab First Meet; New Records Set
Withers,
Tig Varsity Basketeers Edge Bulldogs Carter, Mallard Ace George
Ex Clemson End
First McHugh Win Killed in Crash
74-72; Frosh Lose 79-77 In Prelim
By Louis Jordan

Yarborough Tallies 33 To
Continue Scoring Pace

Y.M.CA. Intramural
Basketball Begun;
The Clemson Tiger Basketballers won their first game of Midgets Hold Fete
the current season Tuesday night when they handed the
Georgia Basketball Bull Dogs a 74-72 pasting.

The Tigers

demonstrated a fine floor and shotmaking game in rolling
■ to their first triumph.
The game was a nip and tuck
affair all of the way. The lead
changed hands six times in the
second half, with the Bulldogs
going out front by five points at
one time. The Tigers were not
to be denied, however. They
stormed back with a stirring
fourth quarter rally to take the
contest from the fighting Bulldog Hoopsters.
i
High point man for the evening was diminutive Bill Yarborough, Tiger guard, who
dropped in 33 markers for his
evening's labor.
Yarborough
hit on half of his attempted
shots to bring his season's average to 29 points per contest.
Mac McManus of the Bulldogs
took consolation prize with 26
points, pacing the Bulldog basketball team. George Brodie, Bengal center also dropped in several
fine shots for the Tigers, racking
up 15 points in the Athens encounter for Coach Banks McFadden.
The game was nip and tuck all
of the way. With three minutes
left to play in the contest, Tiger
forward Buddy Shook got a layup shot and swished it to put
the Tigers ahead by a score of 7170. Big Bill Riser then made
good three foul shots and the
Bengal Basketeers employed the
freeze successfully, limiting Georgia to only one shot, at the final
gun, in the last three minutes. The
t final count was Tigers 74, Bulldogs
72 and the team had.come through
for their first win of the campaign.
The Tigers now will journey
to Enka, North Carolina, in
search of victory number two
against the Enka Rayonites of
the Central Carolina Textile
Loop. The Rayonites have a

fine team and an excellent center in ex-Wofford flash, Ellerbe
"Daddy" Neal. The Tigers will
be right in there fighting all the
way, however. The Georgia
game has given them faith in
themselves for the future contests.
CLEMSON
G F P T
The Box
Smith, f
1 0 5 2
Shook, f
1 6 3 8
Ryan, f
3 3 3 9
Brodie, C
6 3 3 15
Riser, c
0 1 1 1
Holzschuh, g
3 0 4 6
Yarborough, g
_15 5 3 33
Totals

28 18 22 74

GEORGIA
Potts, f
1
Bradley, f
Ensley, c
Parrish, c
McManus, g . .
Dinwiddie, g
Knight, g
Totals
Half time

score:

G
3
3
1
0
- 9
1
9

F P
6 4
2 4
13
0 0
8 2
0 1
3 1

T
12
8
3
0
26
2
21

26 21 15 72
Clemson 36,

Georgia 33.
Free throws missed: Clemson—
Smith, Shook (2), Ryan, Brodie,
Riser, Holzschuh, Yarborough.
Georgia—Potts (2), Bradley (2),
Ensley (40, McManus (2), Dinwiddie (2), Knight.
FRESHMEN GAME
Prior to the varsity game, the
Freshmen teams of Clemson and
Georgia met, with the Georgians
taking the measure of the Clem
sons, 79-77. Like the varsity
game, the frosh encounter was a
close contest all of the way with
the lead changing hands on many
(Continued on Page 6]_

The touch football program
ends on Friday of this week
and the championship team will
be decided after all records of
the week have been turned in.
There is no tournament or
playoff in touch football, but
the championship is declared
on the basis of the best percentage record. At present, thj
top teams are: D-3, Vets No. 2,
B-L D-l, A-2 and the Day
Students.
Basketball gets off to a good
start. Interest in the active
sports shifts quickly from the
football field to the basketball
court. Already there are 20
teams entered in the basketball
league and at least two others
have expressed a desire to get in.
The schedule for the week of Dec.
6-11 calls for 14 games, as courts
are available every night, that
games may be scheduled.
There are two games on each
of the two courts each night, the
first game beginning at 7 p. m.,
and the second games immediately at the close of the first. At
the end of the season, there will
be a championship tournament
Teams need to make as good a
record as possible during the regular season in order to be chosen
for a place in the tournament.
CLEMSON MIDGET
FOOTBALL BANQUET
On Monday, December
13,
there will be a banquet for the
Y's 48 midget football players
These future all Americans are
boys between the ages of 10 and
15 years old who live at Clemson. Many of these boys are sons
of college faculty or sons of other
Clemson folk employed in indus
dry.
The 115 pound team won 7 of
their 9 games this season. The 90
pound crew won 1 and lost 2.
Quincy Newman and Herbert
Cooper -are co-captains for the
115 pound team. Dickie Senn and
George Webb are co-captains for
the 90 pounders.
Professor John D. Lane, professor of English at Clemson,
will be guest speaker at the
banquet next Monday. Mr. Roy
Cooper was assisted in the
coaching of the midget teams
by three Clemson students:
Bill 'Rod" Cameron, Bill Pate,
and Jim Wiggins. R. H. "Bones"
Willingham also assisted him
until he was called into the
service for army duty.

The Tiger tankmen opened the 1954-55 season with a fine
showing when they defeated Eastern Carolina College on
Saturday of last week. The score in the meet was 59-25. In
this meet two records were set by Clemson men.
Richard Carter swam to vie
tory in the 200 yard backstroke
event with a time of only 2:31.6.
Wesley Mallard also shattered
the old record tor the 440 yard
freestyle event. Wes buzzed
home almost half a lap in the
lead.
.The meet opened with the 300
yard medley event. In this event,
Eastern Carolina swept the field
witn Rose (Back), White (Breast)
and Denton (Crawl) constituting
the winning team. Their time
was 3:27." for the 300.
220 yard freestyle event was
next on the program. The Tiger
swimmers came roaring back to
take first and second places. Wes
Mallard zoomed home in the lead,
closely pursued by Hanckel and
Webb of Eastern Carolina. The
time for the event was 2:31.8.
In the 660 yard dast event,
Captain "Rusty" Hawes demonstrated the form that makes
him one of the ACC'S top dash
men as he zoomed through the
pool Jo finish first In the event
with a sparkling time of :31.6.
Behind Hawes came Tick Hendee of the Tigers and Denton of
Eastern Carolina.
The 120 yard independent medley was next on the program and
Richard Carter took the form of
the Queen Mary in cleaving the
water to triumph in the event.
Two Eastern Carolina swimmers
finished in his wake, White and
Cummings.
In the diving event, the Tigers
took an expected first place behind the diving of Porcher Porcher gave an outstanding exhibition on the board and proved that
he was once again in fine form as
a diver. Elramey and Cayton also
placed in this event for the Eastern Carolina tankmen.
Next came the 100 yard dash,
and zipping home with the bacon
was "Tick" Hendee. Rusty Hawes
was breathing down his neck all
of the way to capture second place
in the event. Third place went to
Weaver of Eastern Carolina. The
winning time was :60 seconds flat.
The backstrokers then were
given an opportunity to show their
stuff in the 200 yard backstroke
event. Richard Carter won first
place to keep the Tigers far
ahead in the contest, while second
and third places were taken by
Rose and Wallace respectively for
Eastern Carolina. The time was
2:31.0.
Wes Summers came on strong
to capture the laurels in the 200
yard breast stroke event. Moore
and White finished second and

third in the contest to give the
Tiger breaststrokers a clean sweep
in their event.
Then in the 440 yard freestyle, Wesley Mallard outdistanced all of his competition,
and broke a record to boot in
swimming to victory for the
Tiger tankmen. His effort and
skill was superb as he gave
warning of greater things to
come in the water for Coach
McHugh's boys. Mallard is only
a sophomore and win be greatly
counted on for aid in the future,
The Tigers also captured the 400
yard relay event with a time of
4:7.6 to give the Tigers an overwhelming victory in their first
swim meet o the 1955 season.
The swim team has two more
(Continued on Page 6)

Word was received on the morn
ing of December 4 that Lieutenant
George Wesley Withers, a star end
on the Clemson Tiger football
team from 1950-1952, was killed
in a plane crash at White Sands
Proving Ground, Las Cruces, New
Mexico, about one p. m.
Although details of the accident
are lacking, it was understood that
Withers was acting as an observer in the two place airplane.
Withers, who graduated in February of this year in textile manufacturing, was a member of the
Clemson Football teams which
played in the Orange Bowl, January 1, 1951; and in the Gator
Bowl on January 1, 1952. He was
used mainly as a first string defensive end in the days of two
platoon football at Clemson, but
he was used sometimes on offense,
also.
He was the son of Mr. and Mrs.
B. R. Withers of Spencer, North
Carolina. Funeral services will
be held the latter part of this
week.

Holiday Contest Is Announced

Dale L. Collins, the Chesterfield representative, announces the following contest:
• Chesterfield's "Home For The Holidays" contest. Enter
and win for yourself a carton of Christmas Chesterfield
cigarettes. Finish this sentence in 25 words or less on the
back of a Chesterfield wrapper:."My idea for a happy holiday at home is . . . ."
The -contest ends December 15, 1954, so get your entry
in as soon as possible. The ballot boxes are in the following rooms: F-107 and D-626. You may enter as many times
as you like. The entries will be judged on originality and
sincerity of thought. Three campus winners will be se«>
lected and notified by your campus representative. All entries must be written on the back of empty Chesterfield
wrappers.
Christmas is on the way .... think of

BYERS MEN'S SHOP
ANDERSON, S. C.

LAY AWAY CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Come in and see our fine Christmas selections.
Diamonds

Watches
College Seal Jewelery

Sheaffer Pen Sets
Floating Opal
Music Boxes

Necklace Sets
Bracelets
Chokers

Silver
Cuff Links
Tie Slides • .

Belt Buckles
Billfolds — Manicure Sets

CLEMSON JEWELERS

The exciting new idea behind
the motoramic Chevrolet

McFadden Courtmen CLEMSON THEATRE
Clemson, South Carolina
Name Schedule;
Phone 6011
N. (.State Slated
(The Country Gentlemen's Theatre)

Coach Banks McFadden has
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
announced the Clemson basketball schedule for 1954-55. The
Dec. 10 and 11
Tigers are facing what is perhaps
RIFLE CAPTAINS, BOB HOLMAN AND HUGH HOWELL
Alan Laid and Audrey Dalton
their toughest opposition in the
history of basketball at Clemson.
in
The schedule is as follows:
"DRUM
BEAT"
December 11—Enka Mill Rayonites at Enka, North Carolina.
In CinemaScope and
December 14—North, Carolina
Technicolor
State at Clemson 8:00 p. m.
The Tiger Rifle Team is off to a late start this year, being December 17—Virginia University at Clemson 8:00 p. m.
hampered by not having the rifle range opened for use dur- December 30—Pelzer Mill at MONDAY AND TUESDAY
ing the early part of the season.- The range was opened, Pelzer.
Dec. 13 and 14
games will be announc
however, on December 6 for use and the team is now prac- edOther
later by Coach McFadden.
'TRACK OF THE CAT'
ticing in earnest.
The freshman team schedule
in
has been announced by Coach
Co-Captains for this years
CinemaScope and Color
rifle team are Robert E. Holman, Teams from all over the nation Rock Norman. As it presently
starring
a CE major from Florence, and compete in this event and a tro- stands the Baby Bengals will be
Hugh Howell, an Agricultural phy is given the winner. Scores at the University' of Georgia to
Robert Mitchum and
Engineering major from Spartan- and targets in Clemson will be play their freshmen on December
Teresa Wright
burg. Holman is also secretary of sent to the National Headquarters 7. On December the eleventh,
the
Cubs
will
be
at
Young-HarS.A.M.E. Sgt. Gilland of the in Washington for tabulation.
Military Science department, is Judges for the event here will ris for a game there, and will reWEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
the secretary of the rifle team.
be Colonel Werner, Captain De- turn to Clemson on December 14,
Returning lettermen to fire Loach, and Sergeant Gilland. to tangle with the North GreenDec. 15 and 16
this season are Luke Dawson, The team will fire ten men in ville Junior College, seeking revenge
for
their
current
loss
to
Jack Day, John Day, Holman, the elimination. Each man will
Stewart Granger and
and Howell. The Day boys are fire four targets. The targets will the Black Widows in Greenville.
Elizabeth Taylor
TheSe games are prior to and
cousins, by the way. In addi- be fired prone, sitting, standing
in
tion to those, thirty-five- new and kneeling. The elimination during the Christmas holidays.
The remainder of both schedules
men are trying out for the will be timed.
"BEAU BRUMMEL"
is not complete but will be ansquad. The team will choose a
in Color
The Third Army Area Match. nounced upon completion to the
ten man squad; two.teams of
will be held sometime in 1955. Clemson fans.
five men each.
These squads will fire in seve- Last year the Clemson team copral matches during the months of ped 13th place out of over 200
January, February and March. teams participating. In all conP. C, Georgia, and North Geor- tests, the Winchester or Remgia teams have been scheduled to ington Model 52, 22 caL rifle is
fire here and there during the used. The rifle weighs approxisetson. The Tigers will also face mately fifteen pounds and is valstate competition in Furrrian, ued at $175.00.
This year, veterans and non
Citadel, Wofford, South Carolina,
A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
and P. C. Matches will be ar- ROTC students' are eligible for
ranged later with all of these the rifle team. They may enter
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
the eliminations by coming to
teams.
The team's first match is Tues- the range and firing. All elimday, December fourteenth. They inations for the varsity team
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
will compete in the William Ran- are on the basis of shooting
dolph Hearst Trophy eliminations. skill.

Clemson Rifle Teams Begin
Practice; Announce Matches

TIGER TAVERN

STONE BROTHERS
108 North Main Street
"Complete Outfitters To Men, Young Men dnd Students"
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA

HOURS:

7 A. M. TIL MIDNIGHT

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES!

Th« Be/ Air 4-Dcer Sudan—an* ef 14 n*w Fither Body faeoufiet in thr— mm ttriu

Maybe once in a car-buying lifetime, you
come across something that breaks all the
old patterns and establishes new ones. This
is that kind of car. This is the true story of
how Chevrolet and General Motors shaped
a new idea in steel.
Like most good ideas, this one is pretty simple. Chevrolet and,
General Motors set out to build the first low-priced c*ar. that
would:
• bring you the very freshest andfinest styling to be had:
• bring you the most advanced engine design and engineering features:
• bring you the kind of performance and the kind of ride that have
never been available before in a low-priced car.
• bring you the highest quality of manufacture and materials:
All this in Chevrolet's price field? That did take some doing!
And isn't it logical that only Chevrolet and General Motors
have the people, skills, resources and facilities, to carry out this
exciting new idea? Here is how
this new Chevrolet changes all
your ideas about cars!

Real Show-Car Styling!
Your eye tells you the Motoramic
Chevrolet is no styling "patch-up"
job. A rakish, low profile : : : soft
swiftness from its sleek rear fenders
to its wide-eyed Sweep-Sight windshield :::anew outlookfor motoring:
And that outlook doesn't change when you slip inside::: exciting fabrics
and trim are harmonized with the whole car:

A Sensational Ride!
You live the new idea instantly
: : : you glide : : : actually glide
because spherical joints "roll with
the punch" of the road in Chevrolet's new Glide-Ride front suspension. And outrigger rear springs mean new balance in
turns . : : turns made so effortless by new ball-race steering;
Ancfwhen you stop suddenly, new Anti-Dive braking control
checks that nosing down in front;:: you get "heads up" stopping. Tubeless tires mean much greater protection against
blowouts. And with new high-level ventilation there's fresher air;

H

Power Beyond Compare!

8

/fit \_ Uly
You also feel the new idea
quickly : : : quick power like
a panther's paw with the new
"Turbo-Fire V8" (162 h.p.)
and two new"Blue-Flame" 6's;
And sparking this performance is a 12-volt electrical
system giving you better ignition, faster starting, greater electrical reserve for any of the
power assists you might desire. You have a transmission
choice of economical Overdrive and improved, automatic
Powerglide (optional at extra cost) or standard shift

e

Even Air Conditioning!
And if you desire the convenience of power assists (optional
at extra cost) ::: you'll find new power-steering and improved
power brakes on all models. Power-controlled windows and
powershift seat are available on the Bel Air and "Two-Ten"
models, while air conditioning may be added on V8 models;

Won't You Try It?
Here, we can only tell you how successfully the Motoramic Chevrolet'
expresses thtnew idea behind it. But the car itself can quickly show you!
Come in for a demonstration.drive, won't you, first chance you get;

\aaoa
MORE THAN A NEW CAR,
A NEW CONCEPT OF LOW-COST MOTORING

Everything's new In the

motoramic

CHEVROLET

Drive with care ... EVERYWHERE! Make December 15 and every day SAFE-DRIVING DAY!

Pa e
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THE TIGER — "He Roars For Clemson A & M'
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PERSONALITIES

Thursday, December 9, 1954

YMCA Announces
Events To Take
Place In Future

M. KINABD, DEAN, SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Dr. Kinard, Dean Of The
Arts And Science School
By Dan Richards
One of the most popular and pleasing personalities on our
campus is Dean Francis Marion Kinard, the dean of the
school of arts and sciences.
He came to Clemson as an associate professor of English on
August 31, 1924. He is a graduate of Wofford College. He attended Wofford from 1919 to 1923.
Upon his graduation he received
his AB degree. Then in 1944 he
was awarded a Litt. D. Mr. Kinard was promoted to dean of arts
and sciences in 1943 and has been
very efficient in his work; since
that time.
His father was a professor of
math here at Clemson and retired in 1910. As a result of his
living here on the campus, with
his father, a close tie with the
college was developed.
Upon his graduation from Wofford he was offered a position
with the college. Prior to his
coming here to teach he taught
in the Wofford Fitting School.
He was married to Miss Elizabeth Lake Jones in 1950. He
had previously married but he
and his first wife were separated by death. Mrs. Kinard, before her marriage was the dean
of women at Furman University.

There are two hundred and
twenty students who are majoring in the school of arts and
sciences and the fields of study
offered by the school.
The school of arts and sciences
does about one-third of the teaching here at Clemson. Its faculty
staff is composed of sixty-eight
professors and foiir assistants in
the graduate school.
The school has been teaching students since the college
was first opened in 1893. The
graduates of the school are doing wide and varied work in any
one of a hundred jobs. One
particular student who was
graduated from Clemson in
1931, with a degree in arts and
sciences, is now the president
of Dunn and Bradstreet, the
world's biggest financial house.
The English department is considered to be one of the finest in
the south and the best in South
Carolina. The physics department
is the best in the south.

Thursday, December 9, Freshman 'Y' Council "open house" at
'Y'. Each member is invited to
bring a friend as guest, 5:45 p. m.
The Annual *Y' Workers and
Contributors Banquet will be held
in the Cafeteria of the Clemson
T Saturday, December 11th, at
6:30 p. m. . Mr. Robert C. Tilford
of Paraguay, a member of the International Committee o the
YMCA, will be present.- Secure
tickets, $1.00 each, at the 'Y' office—special rates to Clemson
College students.
Mr. Tilford was born in Wichita, Kansas, and has served the
YMCA in South America for a
number of years.
Sunday night, Mr. Tilford will
speak at the Clemson Y' Vesper
Service. Some reels to be shown
following the Vesper Service include "Shark Killers", a picture
of the Everglades, and News.
Monday, December 13, at 6:00
there will be a joint meeting of
the Y' Cabinet and Councils. Special group singing will be participated in. Each Council and Cabinet member is invited to bring a
friend as guest for this occasion.
Any members of the Y' interested
in this meeting are urged to attend.
Monday, December 13;—Banquet
at Clemson House for 'Y Midget
Football Team. Secure tickets
from Mr. Cooper or Mr. Gray at
the Y'. Tckets $1.50 each. You
may be excused in time to attend
the college concert in the Field
House.
We were happy to have a splendid delegation from Limestone
College present the Vesper Program at Clemson last Sunday and
are looking forward to having
the following men speak for Vespers in the near future:
January 9 Dr. G. H. Aull, Head
of the Department of Ag. Economics. Dr. Aull is a graduate of
Clemson in the class of '19. He
received his Master's at the University of Virginia and his Ph. D.
at Wisconsin. Dr. Aull is Chairman of the Clemson YMCA Advisory Board.
January 16. Mr. Alfred C.
Payne, a graduate of Clemson in
the class of '38. Mr. Payne is now
Executive Secretary for the Southern Area YMCA with special responsibility for student work. He
is also a graduate of Yale and
has served as Y' Secretary at
VPI and Texas A & M. He is a
former president of the Clemson
Y'.
January 23. Earle Morris, Jr., a
graduate of Clemson in the class
of '49. Earle is State Senator
from Pickens County and a former president of the Clemson College YMCA.

Big Week Planned By
Troops For Holidays
By Pick Collins
Once again vacation time is approaching for the men of
Clemson. To say that each cadet is eagerly anticipating
these holidays would be an understatement. In many of
the cadets' rooms there are calendars with bloody cross
marks on each day that has elapsed toward the time when
they will once again return to the land of "milk" and "honey."
There is no place like home for a Clemson man!
The cadets aren't the only men
at Clemson who are all excited
and "shook-up" about the two
weeks plus vacation. These professors around here will have a
chance to settle down, relax, and
lead a normal, quiet life for a
couple of weeks. No quizzes to
correct no themes to grade and
two weeks of quiet family life—
these thoughts should put ants in
the pants of the most dignified
professors.
After all these are the men to
whom the vacation will mean a
lot. The elder profs will welcome
a few days of rest and relaxation
while the younger and more spry
will take in a few parties and live
it up a little.
The men receiving honorary degrees from Phi
Si, honorary textile fraternity, are: (top row,
left to right) Walter T. Cox, William J. Erwin,

Phi Psi Confers Honorary Degrees On
Six Men In Ceremonies Friday Night
Phi Psi, national honorary tex
tile fraternity, will confer honorary degrees on six men well
known in their respective fields
here Friday night. '"A banquet
will be held in the reifpients honor at the Clemson House at 6 p.
m. and this will be followed at
7:30 p. m. with secret ceremonies
when the actual awarding will
take place.
Men who will receive degrees
from the Iota Chapter of Phi Psi
at Clemson are Ellison S. McKissick of Greenville, chairman of
the board of Alice Manufacturing
Company, Easley; Amos Ulmer
(Buck) Priester Jr., of LaGrange,
Ga., vice president and general
manager of HDV Division of Calaway Mills, LaGrange; and W.
Jack Greer of Greenville, owner
and president of Texize Chemicals, Inc., Greenville.
Also, William J. Erwin of Danville, Va., former vice president
and general manager of Riegel
Textile Corp., Ware Shoals and
now president and treasurer of
Dan River Mills, Inc., Danville
Walter Thompson Cox, former
line coach at Clemson and now assistant to the president and director of public relations and alumni
affairs here; and Dr. William
Thomas Rainey, Jr., associate professor of textile chemistry and
dyeing at Clemson.
John T. Wigington, executive
secretary of the grand council
of phi psi, will preside at the
banquet, which will be attended by Dr. R. F. Poole, president
of Clemson College; Dr. Hugh
M. Brown, dean of the Clemson
School of Textiles; and department heads of the textile school
here.
Mr. Wigington announced that
Willard A. Colby of Charlotte, N
C., vice president of the grand
council, will be here to confer
the honorary degrees. Mr. Colby
will be assisted by officers of the
local chapter. These are David
R. Gentry," Easley, president; Joe
F. Mattison, Belton, vice president; Thomas E. Boyce, Joanna,
secretary; Lynn F. Hendricks
West Columbia, treasurer; Framp
Harper, York, senior warden; and
Ben R. Fox, Inman, junior warden. Dr. Rainey is faculty advisor.
Mr. McKissick is former president of Alice and was president of

The record of the school of arts YARBOROUGH TALLIES
and sciences is a very impressive
(Continued from' Page 5)
one. It has doubled in size in the
past ten years under the able
occasions. The loss was the secguidance of Dean Kinard.
ond sustained by the Baby Tigs
He is certainly a very friendly this campaign. They lost preand patient man. We are indeed viously to the Black Widows of
fortunate to have such a fine and North Greenville.
helpful man as the head of the
The visiting Georgians, with
arts and sciences department. The five men sharing in a hot scoring
school is the foundation for all spree, led Clemson 41-40 at interthe technical schools in the col- mission in the tight affair, and
He belongs to the Rotary In- lege. We salute Dean Kinard on finally got its slim victory after
ternational, the Local Fellow- his fine and unceasing work in a 73-73 deadlock late in the game.
ship Club, and several others. the school of arts and sciences.
Vincent Yockel was the high
Included are the YMCA Adscorer for the Tigers with 28
visory Council, the Selective
points to be high man of the
Service Bureau, and the Board CLYDE WHITE
evening. Carl Reamer had 20
of Education of the Methodist
(Continued from Page 4)
also for the Tigers. Cabiness
Church.
with 17, and Hearn, Allen, and
play insured the Tigers of at least
There are two honorary frater- a tie in the contest. They came on Hartsfield, all with 16, shared
in Georgia's scoring melee.
nities to which.dean Kinard be- to win.
longs, Phi Kappa Phi and Signa
Georgia (79) — Bondheim 10,
Clyde thinks.that even with the
Tau EpSilori.
rough schedule next year, which Hearn 16, Brantley 2, Cabiness 17,
In his opinion, Dr. Kinard conincludes such teams as Maryland, Allen 16, Hartsfield 16, Turman 2.
siders personal work the most inClemson (77) — Yockel 28,
Rice, and Auburn, that the team
teresting phase of his work. He
should have a better than .500 sea- Yeary 12, Few 1, Browne, Willikes /o work with students. With
son. Joel Wells wins his vote as liams 12, Reamer 20, Muncrief 4,
his easy manner and attitude it
the finest all-around back in the Barbary, Bush.
is easy to see why every student
South today.
who has made his acquaintance is
Among the freshmen prospects,
a great admirer of him.
he picks Grdijan, Bush, and
The school of arts and sciences Thomason as the ones to watch
Registered Jewelers • • American Gem Society
gives the basic work for all of for the coming three years at
"Leading Jewelers and Diamond Merchants Since 1856"
the technical schools here in Clemson. One thing is sure,
the college. The major depart- they'll sure milss big number 51
GREENVILLE
SOUTH CAROLINA
ments under the school of arts for many years to come.
and sciences are Erfglish, math,
modern languages, physics, and
social sciences. The major fields
of study are industrial education, industrial physics, premedicine, arts and sciences, and
industrial management which is
to be added to the school next
September.

Dr. Kinard has a daughter, Margaret, who is married and lives
at the University of Illinois where
her husband is working on his
Ph. D. degree in biophysics.
Dr. Kinard's main hobby is gardening. He specializes in shrubbery and has an extensive collection of holly. This is his main
activity when he has time out
from his civic and religious activities.
t

W. Jack Greer; (bottom row, left to right) Ellison S. McKissick, A. U. Priester, Jr., William
T. Rainey, Jr.

the American Cotton Manufacturers Institute in 1950-51 and now
a board member of the institute.
He is now president of the South
Carolina Textile Manufacturers
Association.
Mr. Priester attended Clemson from 1928-32 and was a star
football and baseball player
while at Clemson, being captain of the baseball team his
senior year. His son Buck, now
playing football at Clemson, is
the first son to play under
Coach Howard whose father
was also coached by him. The
elder Prester has worked his
way up through the ranks of the
mill to his present level. He is
recognized for . his work with
Scouts, Lions, Community Chest,
Chamber of Commerce, Red
Cross and other civic clubs.
A 1921 textile engineering graduate of Clemson, Mr. Erwin began
his textile career as a textile engineer at Consolidated Textiles in
Lynchburg, Va., in 1921. Since
that time he has held executive
positions with Republic Cotton
Mills, Great Falls; J. P. Stevens
and Co., Inc., and with Riegel be-

fore going with Dan River. He
was recognized in Ware Shoals as
a community leader and served
as a director of Lander College
Foundation, the Bank of Greenwood, the Freedom Insurance Co
Greenwood; and the Newcomer
Society of North America.
Mr. Greer organized his Texize
Co., after selling sizing compound
for Frank G. North, Inc., of Atlanta for 13 years. His company has
mushroomed into one of the
largest of its kind in the South.
Mr. Greer is chairman of the board
of stewards of St. Paul Church in
Greenville, a member of the Rotary, the Greenville Country Club
and the Elks Club.
Dr. Rainey came to Clemson
in 1948 after having attended
Oak Ridge Military Institute,
graduating from Davidson College and receiving his Ph. D.
from the University of North
Carolina. He did chemical warfare research for the U. S. Naval Research Laboratory from
1942-44. He is recognized for
his work with Scouts at Clem-

For the big parties, however,
let's return to the cadets. Some
boys have been making plans
for their parties ever since the
last strain of "He's a Jolly Good
Fellow" died away at the final
Big Thursday party. There are
very few, if any, Clemson men
that don't go along with the
motto, "Parties make the world
go 'round". There will be some
good times for sure. It's too
bad that many boys won't remember enough ts tell when
they get back.
Another cheerful thought for all
is the aspect of presents. The
profs will get "a large charge"
from seeing Junior's face when.he
spys that long awaited bike. The
typical cadet will gulp with glee

From college coaching to college administration is the story
of Walter Cox, a 1939 graduate of
Clemson. He starred on the 1940
Clemson Cotton Bowl team and
then served as line coach and
baseball coach at Clemson until
1951. He then became assistant
to Clemson's president and director of public relations and alumni
work. Mr. Cox is a member of
Rotary and is connected with
numerous clubs on the Clemson
campus.

when he sees that car or suit or
pinochle set that he's had his eye
on for some time. In general
these Christmas holidays have all
the components that resolve into
letters that spell ONE GOOD
TIME.
Seriously, during these two
weeks of holidays and happy moments each one should think about
the significance of this time of
the year. True, it is a time of celebration, but it is also a time
when we should bow our heads in
reverence and prayer—even if it'j
only for a moment or two.
Christmas is one of the most
gala and enjoyable times of the
year. A car to date in, money in
the pocket, loads of good food and
plenty of sleep sum up to "Paradise Found". One cadet sized up
the situation when he said, "These
holidays are going to be one big^
'blowout' for me." His devilish
grin was like that of a six year
old who had just put a frog in the
teachers desk drawer.
Along about next Thursday the
cadets will be getting into the
Christmas spirit with parties on
the hall and the swapping of licks.
Some few will leave early so they
can get a head start on their
buddies from Carolina, P. C, Furman, and other small schools at
which their buddies ended up.
The holidays will pass like
greased lightning, and it will be
time to get back in the saddle
again. All, good things must come
to an end—but isn't it a shame?
We're like the jailbird whose
famous last words as he entered
his cell were, "When my time is
up, my time will be up."

NOTICE!
Classes will be cut short
Monday, December 13, in order to enable students to attend the convocation in the
college chapel at 11 o'clock.
Canon Bryan Green will be the
speaker.

J. E. SIRRINE CO., INC.
—ENGINEERS—
GREENVILLE,

SOUTH CAROLINA

HALES

Select Your Christmas Cards Now

LOSE FIRST TO
(Continued from Page
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Young, c
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Lifson, g
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Rodovich, g —
Goodwin, g — — — . 2
. U
Sutton, g

4
U
2
5
i
0
1

3
0
2
4
1
1

38 23 16
Totals
"
This Tuesday the Tigers met the
Georgia Bulldogs at Athens and
will play host to the Enka Rayonites in Enka, North Carolina. The
Rayonites have a fine textile club
and Saturday's game should be a
corker.
,
—

CARTER, MALLARD
(Continued from Page S)
meets before the Christmas holidays. They journey to Duke to
play the Blue Devils on Dec. 10
and then go to Raleigh to face the
Wolfpack swimmers of N. C. State
in the Coliseum there on the 11th
of December. The Tigers have a
fine swimming team and should
really make a fine showing for the
Clemson folks in this campaign.

Hallmark
Gibson
CHRISTMAS CANDIES

The Most Popular
2-Way Cigarette

WHITMAN'S - NUNNALLY'S -- HOLLINGSWORTH'S

(Regular & King Size)
for every smoker on your list!

L. C. Martin Drug Co.
• * * *
BE SURE TO VISIT YOUR OFFICIAL
COLLEGE BOOK AND SUPPLY
STORE FOR ALL YOUR
i
SCHOOL NEEDS!

Clemson Book Store

"HOME FOR CHRISTMAS"-Gift package
of the season—colorful—attractive—designed by
the famous artist, Stevan Dohanos.' Remember
all your smoking friends with the gift that really
satisfies—Chesterfields. Best to give—best to smoke.

'pteif QdtuiLf!

GHE^EOTIELB lor a Happy Holiday

r

